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Let F be a Banach space with a sufficiently smooth norm. Let (X,),,, be a 
sequence in L& and T be a Gaussian random variable T which has the same 
covariance as X= xiGn X,. Assume that there exists a constant G such that for s, 
6 > 0, we have 
P(s<jIT~/<s+6)QG6. (*) 
We then give explicit bounds of d(X) = sup, 1 P( 11 XII < t) - P( /I TIl < t) 1 in terms of 
truncated moments of the variables X,. These bounds hold under rather mild weak 
dependence conditions of the variables. We also construct a Gaussian random 
variable that violates (*). f> 1986 Academtc Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Throughout this paper F will denote a separable Banach space. We shall 
assume that the norm of F is three times continuously Frkchet differen- 
tiable on r\(O), and that if 0: denotes the differential of order i of (1.11, we 
have 
SUP{ II Dt II, II D’, II, II 0: II : II x II = 1 } = R < + ~0. (1.1) 
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Let (Q, C, P) be a probability space. We denote Lg the space of F-valued 
random variables X such that 11 Xl1 P is integrable. A random variable T is 
said to be Gaussian if for x* E F*, x* 0 T is Gaussian centered at 0. 
We denote EZ the expectation of the real valued random variable Z. 
Suppose GGL is a sequence in L', The hypothesis on F implies that 
there exists a Gaussian random variable T which has the same covariance 
as X = Ci, n Xi (the covariance of X being the bilinear functional of F given 
by b*, v*) 4 J%*(X) y*(X))). 
We shall assume that 
There exists a constant G such that for s, 6 2 0, we have 
P(s<'))TJIds+6)<G& (1.2) 
In Section V we shall show that even if the space F is very regular, con- 
dition (1.2) need not be satisfied, and we shall briefly indicate how to 
modify the techniques of Section IV to this situation. 
In [ll], under the hypothesis (1.2) the authors find bounds of d(X)= 
sup, 1 P( I( XII d t) - P( 11 TII < t) 1 when the (Xi) are independent. The pur- 
pose of this work is to show that an adaptation of the ideas of Dvoretzky 
[3] allows us to get a considerable extension of the results of [ 1 l] to 
dependent random variables. The surprising fact is that the bounds are of 
the same order as in the independent case under rather mild hypothesis. 
The general philosophy will be the same as in [l 11. We shall work out 
bounds involving all the parameters explicitly but we shall not carry out 
the numerical values of the universal constants. 
Section II states the results. Section III recalls a few elementary facts and 
Section IV contains the proofs. 
II. THE RESULTS 
It follows from [6, 71 that for XE L2, there exists TE Lf, Gaussian, with 
the same covariance as X and II TII z Q R II X(12. 
Let (Ci)iGn be an increasing sequence of a-fields, with Ci c C. Let E,, be 
the trivial o-field of C. For an F-valued on a real valued random variable 
X, we denote the conditional expectation of X with respect to JC_, by 
E'(X). 
Let (Xi)iGn E L2, Let p 2 3. Suppose that for each i we can write Xi = 
Xi + X; with I( Xi I( . 11 Xi )I = 0, xi E Lg Xl E L"p (This is a generalization of 
truncations in the real valued case.) 
Let T be Gaussian of the same covariance as X = C Xi. Suppose that 
(1.2) is satisfied. Suppose that 
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Xi is Zi measurable. (2.1) 
E’(X,) = 0 for i 2 2. (2.2) 
For all x*, y* E F*, c E’(x*(X,) y*(X,)) is constant. (2.3) 
I<i<n 
Let q with 3/p + l/q = 1. Set 
b= c E I( xi (I*, h=x E IIX;lj’ 
cp = c (E II $ II p)3’p, e, = c (E (I xi II p)3’p(E (I X; /I 2)“y 
f, = c ( 11 $ 11 y/p+ */(py). 
THEOREM A. Under the preceding hypothesis, there exists a universal 
constant K such that if r = p/( 1 + p), s = p/(6p - 6), 
A < K[p’/2R4r’3G’C$3 + p3/‘RG”(ef; + f;) 
+ RG*/3b1/3 + R4/3@/3(b. @‘/6-j. 
Suppose now that we have Xi E LiJ* and 
esssupE’(IIXij)3)=hi< +CO. (2.4) 
Let g = C hi(E 1) Xi II 2)“4, h = C hi, and d = C E (1 fi I( ‘I*. 
THEOREM B. Under the preceding hypothesis, there exists a universal 
constant K such that 
A < K[RG719(g2'9 + d219) + R312Gh113 + RG213b’13 
+ R4”@/3(b . 5) G-J. 
Let us now discuss the sharpness of the above results for triangular 
arrays (X;)ian. The reasonable assumption is that the covariance of 
xi s ,, X; does not depend on n. In the good case, when (Xy), G ,, satisfy (2.1) 
to (2.3) and where X; has moments of order p 3 3 with E )I X; II p < 
K~‘*N~, we get (with e= A’; for each i = l,..., n), 
A,, 6K’[p’J*~~I’1+~‘n~~16’1+~) 
+ p3/8N;lP+21pq n-(p- 2)/4(p- I,]. 
But since p > 3, (p - 2)/4(p - 1) 2 p/6( 1 + p), so we get a convergence in 
n p/(6( ’ + I’)). In case NA/P is bounded independently of p, we get A, < 
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K”[~+-P/‘~‘~ +/N] f or all p, where K” is a universal constant so a still bet- 
ter bound is obtained by taking the infimum of the right hand side over p. 
Another application of Theorem A can be when X; has moments of 




Moreover, 66 C (E 1) xi /)y’)2’q’ d Nziy’. So with p = 3 Theorem A gives 
A,, < K”(a ‘3 Y’v411 l/4(1 c//2) + .‘2 y’v3n1/3’l - t/‘/2) 
+a ‘2 -Y’1/6fl11/6’1 -i/‘/Z) 1. 
picking a = n’Y’/2 1 j/(5 4’) gives A,, < n - ‘4’ 2)/4(5 4’). 
In a similar way, Theorem B gives at its best a rate of convergence of 
III. SOME FACTS 
We collect a few useful facts which we already used in [ 111. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a constant K, such that for 6 > 0, s > 0, there 
existsf: [w+ [0, l],f(t)=O ift<s,f(t)= 1 ift>s+&fis three times con- 
tinuously differentiable, II f 13’ /I 5L < K, 6 3. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f: [w + [w is three times continuously differentiable 
and f(t) = 0 if t < s. Let for x, y f F, h(l) = .f( (1 x + Ly II ). Then h is three 
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times continuously differentiable. If x + ly = 0, h(l) = h’(l) = h”(l) = 
h’3’(%) = 0. zf I( x + %y 11 # 0, 
w)=D.Y+,, (Y)f’(llx+lYll) 
h”(l) = WY + i.., (Y))2S”(IIX+ilYIl)+DZ,+~~~,(Y, Y)f’(llx+~YII) 
h’3’(1)= (D,+,,.(y))3f’3’(IlX+ AYII 1 
+3D .r++iv(Y)DZ+,, (Y, Y) f”( II x + lY II 1 
+ D’, + i.,iy> Y, Y) f’( II x + AY II 1. 
The following is a consequence of the method of Fernique [4]. 
LEMMA 4. There exists a universal constant A4 such that for each Banach 
space valued Gaussian random variable X one has 
( 
2 
P(IIXII >u)<exp - MEI;IXll2 1 
Hence there exists a constant A4, = (IM)~ p(p - l)(p - 3)(p - S)... such that 
E II~ll”<~,(E IIXl12)p’2. 
IV. PROOFS 
The proofs will follow the ideas of [ 11, Section III]. Many of the adap- 
tations of the ideas of [ 1 l] are straightforward but an essential new 
technical idea is needed. It is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let us assume (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). Then there exists a 
probability space (Sz’, 2, Q), sub a-fields 4 ,..., Sn of X, F-valued random 
variables P, , Y’, ,..., yn,, Yk ; T, , T; ,..., T,,, T:, on Sz’ such that the following 
conditions are satisfied if we denote by Hi the conditional expectation with 
respect to 8 and set Y, = Pi + Yi, Ti = Ti + T;: 
The law of (P,, Y; ,..., Fn, Yn) is the law of (R,, X; ,..., Xn, X,). (4.1) 
Y, is ZP measurable for k 6 p - 1. (4.2) 
H’( YJ = H’( Ti) = 0. (4.3 1 
For each i 6 n, H’(x*( Y;) y*( Yi)) = H’(x*( Ti) y*( Ti)). (4.4) 
rf Y=EiGn Y, and T=CjG. Ti, T is Gaussian with the 
same covariance as Y. 14.5) 
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For p32 and i<n, 
E 11 Ti II p < RPM, E II Bi (I p 
E 11 T; I(’ < R*M, E II A-; II 2. (4.6) 
ess sup H’( (1 Ti II’) < M, R3 ess sup H’( (1 Pi II ‘) = M3 R3 ess sup E’( 11 Xi 11 3). 
(4.7) 
Note that we do not require that the sequence S$ is increasing or Ti be 
Gaussian. And we also do not necessarily have II Tj 1) . 11 Ti II = 0. The special 
case where the Xls are independent and where we do not require (4.6) and 
(4.7) is easy and used in [ll]. We take Pi = xi, Y,! = Xl, and Tj Gaussian 
with the same covariance as Xi, such that the Ti are independent and 
independent of the X;s. We take 8, the field generated by the X,, T, for 
I# i. The proof of Theorem 5 will require several steps. 
Let 93 be the Bore1 o-algebra of F, and M(F) the set of probability 
measures on (F, 9?). We say that p E M(F) is Gaussian if the law of each 
x* E F* is Gaussian centered at 0. We denote the set of Gaussian measures 
on F by G(F). We provide M(F) and its subset G(F) with the weak 
topology, i.e., the weakest topology that makes each map p + p(f) con- 
tinuous where f is continuous bounded on F, A map w  -+ pw from Sz into 
M(F) is hence said to be measurable if for Scontinuous and bounded on F, 
the map w  + I,,, is measurable. 
LEMMA 6. Let C’ be a countably generated sub o-field of C and denote 
by E’ the conditional expectation with respect to C’. Let XE LZ, Then there 
exists a C measurable map o + pL,, E G(F) such that: 
For each x*, y* E F*, 
E’(x*(X) y*(X))(w) = j x*(x) Y*(X) ddx). (4.8) 
For each 2 d p, if X E L;., 
.T(J 
II -x II p h,(x) 
> 
Ww) < MpRPE II J-II ‘. (4.9) 
Proof: One can suppose (Q, 2, P) to be a standard probability space. 
There exists a map w  + I,,, where I,, is a measure on (Q, Z) and such that 
for a measurable function h on Sz, o + A,(h) is Z’ measurable, and is a ver- 
sion of E’(h). Let 8,, be the image of 1, by X. Then the map o -+ 8, is C’ 
measurable. It is straightforward to check that for each continuous function 
f on F for which f(X) is P integrable, the integral 1 f(x) de,(x) exists a.e. 
and, as a function of w, is a version of E’(f(X)). In particular, 
f x*(x) y*(x) d8,,(x) = E’(x*(X) y*(X)) for x*, y* E F*. 
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Since XE L2, we have j 11 x 11 2&,(x) < + cc a.e. Hence a.e. there exists a 
measure pw E G(F) such that for every x*, y* E F*, 
J x*(x) Y*(x) &,Ax) = J x*(x) Y*(x) Dow. 
We now show that w  -+ pw is measurable. It is enough to show that for 
each A E g, the map o + p,(A ) is measurable. The class C of sets A E a 
such that w  + p<,,(A) is measurable is closed under disjoint countable 
unions and countable decreasing intersections. Hence, it is enough to show 
that it contains the algebra generated by F*. By taking suitable finite 
dimensional quotients of F, it is hence possible to assume that F is finite 
dimensional, in which case the result is almost obvious, since p,, can be 
expressed explicitly as a function of 8,,. 
Moreover, from Lemma 4, for p 2 2 we have 
J IIxII”4L(x),<Mp J 11~l124,cx) 
( 1 p’2. 
Using the type 2 property of F, we get 
J II x II’ AL 6 MpR” (J 
so 
J(I II x II p k,(x) @(WI G MpRP JO 
PI2 
II x II 2 d@,(x) df’h) 
,< M,R” JCJ II x II p de,,(x) ) @to) 
=MpRPE IJXJIp. 
Lemma 6 is proved. 
Let us go back to the proof of Theorem 5. If we use the preceding lemma 
with the F2-valued random variable o + (Xi(w), Xi(w)) we get a C;-, 
measurable map o + ,& E G(F’) such that for each x:, XT, y:, y; E F*, we 
have 
E’((x?(Xi) + x!(x:))(Y?(xi) + YT(x,‘)))(0) 
= J (I,.V)E~~ (x:(x) + x:(Y))(Y:(x) + Ye*) 4&(x, Y). 
In particular for x*, y* E F*, 
E’(x*(Xi) Y*(Xi))(W)= Jfr,v,GFxF~*(~+ V) Y*(X+ y)dp:,(x, Y). (4.10) 
6X3:202-10 
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Let Q’ = $2 x (F’)“. On Q’ consider the following a-algebras, where ?.?I 
denotes the o-algebra of the Bore1 sets of F2, 2 that generated by the sets 
AxB, x .‘. x B,, where A E C, B, E 5g for k 6 n, and % that generated by 
thesetsAxB,x...~B,,whereAE~~_,,B,E~fork~n.B,=FxF. 
On Q’, let us consider the following F-valued random variables 
Fit% (X/r)k<Zn) = F;(o), YI(~, (Xk)k < 2n) = Jaw) 
TAO, bkh<Zn)=XZir Ti’(m, fxkhc<~n)=x~i+~. 
Let v,, =pLf,O&O ... @ &. This is a measure on F2” and it is easily seen 
that the map o + v, is measurable; i.e., for BE GV, the map o + v,(B) is 
measurable. We denote by Q the unique probability on (Q’, S, Q) such 
that for A E C, BE ?P we have 
Q(A x B) = j v,(B) Ww). 
A 
We denote by H’ the conditional expectation with respect to Xj. 
It is obvious that (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied. Because (4.3) is simpler 
than (4.4) we omit it and prove (4.4). Let x*, JI* E F*, i < n, and let U: 
52’ --P R given by U(o, (x;)~<~~) = E’(x*(Xi) y*(X,))(o). This function is & 






for k<n, Bi = Fx F. We have 
S X*(Yi) Y*(Y,) dQ = [ X*(X,) Y*(Xi) dp c A 
= s E’(x*(X,) y*Wi)) dp 
A 
= s U dQ. c 
Moreover, from (4.10) we have a.e. in o 
X*(X + y) y*(X + J’) dpl,,(x + J’)=E’(X*(Xi) y*(X,))(w) 
I.)E Fx F 
and hence easily 
which proves (4.4). 
jcX*(Ti) Y*(Ti) dQ =Jc UdQ 
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To prove (4.5), let us first notice that (4.2) and (4.3) imply easily that 
E(x*( Y) Y*( Y)) = 1 Jf+*t Yi) Y*( Yi)) 
iGIl 




But the fact that H’(x*( Y;) y*( Yi))(O, (Xi)i<,)=Ei(X*(Xi) y*(Xi))(W) as 
we have seen, together with (2.3), implies that 
;Tn H’(x*( Y,) y*( Y,)) is constant a.e. 
and that its value is E(x*( Y;) y*( Y,)). 
If FT is the unit ball of F* with the w* topology, E(x*( Yi) y*( Y,)) is w* 
continuous on F: x F: and so is iC.r, J,)EFX px*(x + y) y*(x + y) d& Since 
F: is w* separable, for almost every w  E Q we have 
x+y)y*(x+y)d&=E(x*(Y)y*(Y)). (4.11) 
Let S: F2” -+ F given by S( (x& c *,,) = Ck C Zn xk. Since each & is Gaussian, 
if we provide F2” with v,,, the law A, of S is Gaussian and from (4.10), 
f x*(x) y*(x) 4,,(x) = W*( Y) y*(Y)), F 
since a Gaussian measure is determined by its covariance; A, is a.e. equal 
to a Gaussian measure A. Now, for BE 9, 




i(B) dP(o) = A(B). 
(0 
Hence the law of T is ,I, which concludes the proof of (4.5). 
Next, (4.6) will follow from (4.7) once one notices that the projection of 
pi,, on the first (resp. second) factor is the unique Gaussian measure ;1 on F 
such that for x*, y* E F* 
E’(x*(Ri) y*(RJ)(o) = j x*(x) y*(x) dl3 
(resp. E’(x*(X;) y*(X,‘))(o) = j x*(x) y*(x) d;l). 
Finally, to prove (4.7) note that 
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If we denote by p the projection of & on the first factor, and by 8 the pro- 
jection of Ok, we have, since p and 8 have the same covariance, 
s 
PI2 
~ ,~Fllaw~b~ Y)’ j II-w44xK~p j ll~l12Qw)) 
. .' ( 
PI2 
<MpR” II x II 2 4x1 QMpRP IlxllpdW) I 
6M,RP 
s .li I’t F II x II p @AX? Y) 3. 
=MpRPE’ IIFi II”(o) 
which concludes the proof of Theorem 5. 1 
Let us now turn to the proof of Theorems A, B, and C. We fix the 




d=sup P 1 Y;+ c T, 
k <n;r I (Ii i<k k<i$n 
LEMMA 7. There exists a universal constant K, such that 
(a) Under the hypothesis of Theorem A 
Af< K,[p3/2R4d-3+ liVGI/qcp + p3/2~46p3C Al/q 
+P 3/26~3-2lq4+2/~(~~ +fp)+R3~~2t,+R'd'(bb)"'1. 
(b) Under the hypothesis of Theorem B 
Af~K,CR9'26~7/2g+R9/2~--7/2d+R9'26-3hA 
+R9/28-2hG+R3b~2b+R4S~2(bb)1’2]. 
Proof The proof is an extension of the ideas of [ 11, Lemma 83. Let 
U,=Ci<i Yi+xi>i Ti, SO 
4 = i<k yi+~kTi~~)-f(//,E”~~) 
= ;Fk {f(II ut + Y;II)-f(II Ui + T~II)}. 
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So AfdC;,, Vi, where Vi= IE( f(ll Ui + YiJ))-E(f 11 Ui + TiII))I. Let US 
evaluate Vi. Let g(l) = f( II Ui + nYi II ) and h(l) = f( II Ui + ATi II). From 
Lemma 3, g and h are three times continuously differentiable. From (4.3), 
(4.4), and an easy adaptation of the method fo [83, one gets that 
H’( g’(0)) = H’(h’(0)) and H’(g”(0)) = H’(h”(0)). 
Hence, E(g’(0)) = @h’(O)), E(g”(0)) = E(h”(0)). So we get Vi < V,l + vf 
where 
Vf = E I g( 1) - g(0) - g’(0) - ; g”(0) I 
vf = E 1 h( 1 )-h(O) - h’(O) - &h”(O) I. 
Now set 
gl(nt=f(ll Ui+~~i/l)~ g*(~)=f(ll Uif JY: II). 
Since II Pi II II Y,! II = 0, we have g](1) + g*(I) = g(2) + g(0). So we get V,! < 
V;’ + V: + V’, where 
~I=EIg,(l)-g,(0)-gg;(O)-tg”(O)l=Elbg13’(r,)l 
vf = E I gz( 1) - gA0) - g;(O) I = E I t A’bz) I 
Vj=EJ i&(O)\. 
Note that for 1 < jG3, f"'(t)<K, ~V~t~~j~~.~.,~+~,(f) and IID< 6 
R II .y II jc ‘. So from Lemma 3 it follows easily that 
W&R6 3~~ll~il13~c.,.,+a,~ll~i+~~iII)). (4.13) 
Let us assume the hypothesis of Theorem A. A use of Holder’s inequality 
gives 
We have 
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and by definition (4.2) of A we have 
ExIc.\-~~,~+~~~(IIU~+ YiII)<5G~+2A- 
So we get 
V;<5K,R6-3(EII ~iI)p)3’p(G”y~“4+A”y+~-2’q(EII P;I12)“y 
+ dp2’4(E (I Y: l12)“y. 
Much easier computations give 
I’; < K, R 6 -‘E I( Y( 11 2
Vj<K,R6p2EII Y:II’. 
To find a bound of v!, let us define 
41) = f( II ui + AT; II 1 
and 
I(n)=f(IIUj+Ti+1TIII). 
Then VT < VF + P’! + T, where 
I’: = E I k( 1) -k(O) -k’(O) - &k”(O) I 
v=E)/(l)-I(O)-f’(l)l 
v = E ) h’(O) + $/z”(O) - k’(0) - &k”(O) + ,‘( 1) 1. 
The same method as for Vf gives 
I’?< K;R4 6-3(M,,)3’p(E )I Pi IIp)3’p[G”y d”y + A”4 
+6-2/“R2/q(E(II y;II”)2~“Y+~--2~~R2~~(EII y;ll’)‘/“]. 
The same method as for Vy gives 
~~KlR6-2EII~~~~2~K,~2R36~2EI~Yj~~2. 
To compute c’, if we set 
a = f’( II Ui II 1, P = I-“( II ui II )7 D=D,,, and D2 = D;,, 
we have 
Vy Q E I aD( Ti) + tfl(D( 7’,))‘+ taD2( Ti, T,) - aD( T,) 
- fP(D(‘i’,))‘- W’(ri;., Ti) - D,,, T,(C) f’(ll Ui + T, II) I 
GElaD(D U,+ T,tTi) f’( II ui + Ti II ) I 
+tEIBD(T,‘)D(T:+2T,)+2aD2(Ti’, Ti)+aD2(T,!, T()l 
= vp + vy. 
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We have 
%EPu,+T, ~T~~Cf’~ll~Ui+TiII~~f’~IIUill~ll 
+Jw&I,+, -DU,)(Ti’)f’(ll ui 1111. 
The first term is bounded by K, RZ 6 -'E( 11 T; 11 . 1) T, II). We have 
f’(II ui II) dK1 F2 ll ui 11. If 1) Ti II 24 II Ui 11, we have 
IV U, + T, - Du,)(T,I 1 f’( II Ui II 1 I G 2R II Ti’ II f’( II Ui II 1 
G~KIR~-~IIT:II lluill 
64K1RS-*l)TiII lITi'll. 
If I( Ti (I < f II Ui I(, we have for some 1, 0 < 2 < 1, 
I (D u,+T, -D~,)tTi’)l = lDf/+,,(TiT TOI 
<R 1 Ui +A?=, I( --I jj T, II II T;j( 
d 2R II Ui II ~’ II Ti II II Ti’ II. 
So again 
I (D ~,+~,~~D,,~~~~‘~S’~II~~II~I~~~~~~~~~~~~II IITt!II~ 
Hence 
~G~K,R*FEIIT~II IIT;I). 
A straightforward computation gives 
V-;"<2K1 6~'R[E/(Ti'(/*-tEjlTi'll lITi//]. 
Since we have 
E II T: II II Ti II G (E II T: II2 E II Ti 112)“2, 
the first part of the lemma follows by summation and use of Schwartz’s 
inequality. Let us now assume the hypothesis of Therem B. Let us go back 
to (4.13). We have 
X[.S.S+c5](ll ui +Tyi II)~X~s-~,s+2~5~(Il ui II)+X~d,oo](ll Fi II). 
We have 11 Yj (( 3 ~t~,~t( II Yj I( ) < 6 - I/’ 11 Yi I( ‘I*. From (4.1), we have 
H’( 11 Yi II ‘) d hi. So, since iJj is z measurable, 
EOI yi II3 XC~-s,s+26,(Ui))=E(HIOI Hi 113) Xrs-s,s+2al(Ui)) 
~<‘E{Xcs-a.s+2a~(Uj)}, 
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Now 
Xls~6,s+26,(~i)~X~.~-*d,.s+36,(~, + w+X[&,[(y;). 
Now the definition of A, together with (1.2), show that 
E(Xcs-2a,.v+3dl(Ui+ Yi))G2A+56G* 
Moreover, x cci,ml( Yi) < 6 - ‘I2 I( Yi 11 ‘12. Hence 
V; 6 K, R F3[hi(2 A+5 c~G+~~“‘(E I/ Y; 112)“4+6- “‘E (I Pi I/“‘]. 
A very similar computation gives, using (4.8), with the notations of the 
first part of the proof, 
Now if we use the bounds already found for the other terms and sum them, 
we get the b of Lemma 7. 
Proof of Theorems A and B. We first recall two easy facts to be found 
in Lemma 6 and the proof of Lemma 9 of [ 111. 




A 6 Inf(A(f) + G6). (4.15) 
The method to prove Theorems A and B is now the following. In (4.15), 
we substitute the value of A(f) given by Lemma 7. We then use (4.15) to 
find a bound for the Inf over 6. The bound of A thus obtained contains a 
term of the type AA” for a c1< 1. We bound this term by A/2 + 2@A”, 
where l//3 + tl= 1 (the inequality AA” < A/2 + 2paAP follows from the fact 
that for a, b 2 0 we have ab < au”‘” + bs/p). By substracting A/2 from each 
side of the inequality, we get the bound of Theorems A and B. Com- 
putations are straightforward. 
V. THE MEASURE OF AN ANNULUS 
For S, 6 >O, let A(s, 6)= {XE F; s< IIxII <s+6}. If p is the law of T, 
(1.2) is equivalent to saying that p(A(s, 6)) =$ G6 for all S, 6. 
From the results of [2] it follows that the map t -+ 0(t), 0(t) = 
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l%(P{xe IIXII a>, . IS concave. Hence for each t > 0, there exists a con- 
stant G, > 0 such that 
I Q, I- Q,) I 6 G, IsI - 32 I for s,,s,Bt, 
and hence p(A(s, 6)) < G, 6 for s > t. Hence (1.2) will be always satisfied if 
one stays away from zero. 
If F is a Hilbert space, it is shown in [S] that (1.2) is always satisfied. 
(The proof of [8] can be much reduced by the use of the preceding obser- 
vation.) 
Let {(J)=sup,~(A(s, 6)). We have lim,,, t(S)=O. In fact, otherwise 
there would exist a sequence S, and a > 0 with p(A(s,, n-l)) > c(. But the 
above observation shows that S, --t 0, which is impossible since p( (XE F: 
IIXIJ <s, +n-‘})+O. 
The following result shows that it is difficult to say more. 
THEOREM C. Let p 3 2 be an integer, let E > 0, and let 5: R + + R! + with 
lim,,, c(S)=O. Th en there exists a Gaussian measure ,u on lp( k4) and a 
norm N( . ) on ip( kJ), such that the following conditions are satisfied, where 
11. I[ denotes the usual norm of P( BJ): 
(a) (1 -E) N(.)< II~II d Nt.1. 
(b) The norm N is p times differentiable, and its differentials are 
bounded on the unit sphere. 
(c) If A(s, 6) denotes the annulus of lp(N) with respect to the norm N, 
there exists sequences s,, a,,, with pL(A(s,,, 6,)) 2 t(d,), 6, --, 0. 
Proof: We make first the key observation. Let 12(n) be the space R” 
provided with the norm 
II (1 I ,..., tn,ll=(~,,lt;l~)““- 
Let p,, be the law of (A’, ,..., X,), where the Xi are standard normal, and 
independent. The variables I Xi I “/E I X, ) p - 1 are independent identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) with zero mean. The law of large numbers shows that for 





It follows that for each c( < 0 and b < 1, there exists n such that 
Pfi xi (1 
II x II 
(nEIX, ,P)d >/?a 
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Now let (a,) be a sequence such that C a: < 1 - (1 -E)~. Let 
s, =4-h, . ..a!+ ,. 
Given a sequence (ni)i,k of integers, there exists a natural identification 
between IP(Cisk ni) and n:=, IP(n,). 
Each XE lP(CiGk ni) is written as a family (Xi)i<k where xi E ZP(ni) and 
II x II ’ = Xi< k II xi II ‘* 
It is straightforward to construct by induction a sequence (ok) of 
integers,with n, = 0, a sequence pk of centered Gaussian measures on 
P’(Q), with ~1, = &,, and a sequence (6k)k$2, 6, <sk such that the follow- 
ing conditions are satisfied: 
Ifk>,3, pk({XEIp(n,),s,L, <IIxll<s,-, +Sk-l))>l-2-k. (5.1) 
Ifk>,2, l”t(‘k)G fl Pi . 
i<k I) 
(5.2) 
There is a natural identification of the subspace of np”=, ZP(ni) of families 
(xi) such that xi 1) xi II p < + cc with lp = ZP(N). Let p = @p”= i pi be the 
product measure on n,“= i P(n;). Since {(xi); for each i, 11 xi 11 < 2sk _ L ) has 
a positive measure by (5.1), and is included in Zp( N), p is supported by lp. 
It is clear that there exists a convex function $ with $(t) 6 tP, t+b(t) = 0 if 
t < f, t)(t) = tp for t > 1, and 1+9 is p times continuously differentiable. 
For x = (x,), xi E IP(ni), x E Zp, let 
(J(x)= f aylC/ (Y), 
i= I I 
Since 8 is convex, this is a norm on 1”. Since O(x) < 1) x lip, it follows 
N(x)< ((x((. Now let x with I(x[\ = 1. Let I= (ieN; ((xi (I <a,). Then 
CIE, 11 xi 11 IJ< C a: d 1 - (1 -E)“. Since rl/( t) = tP for t > 1, one has 
which proves N(x) 3 1 - E, and hence, (a). 
To prove (c), let A, = {(xi); for each i# k + 1, I( xi 11 <s,a,/4, Sk < 
II x k+, 1) <Sk +&}. For X&d,, /4.<2, one has 
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since 11 x& + I II/Sk 3 1 > ak. It then follows that N(x) = IIxk+, 11. Hence, 
Ak C A(S,, 6,). Hence We have 
x n pj 
i#k+l 
For i>k+ 1, .Y~-~ +ai-, dZs,_, <skai/2. Hence from (5.1) we get 
C((A(‘kr ‘k)) > n Pi XE lP(ni); 
i<k 
llXi,l”~))” fj (1-2-i). 
k+l 
From (5.2), We now get /@(Sk, 6,)) > ‘!jd,). 
It remains to prove (b). To this end, note that there exists a constant K 
with t~+‘~‘(t) < Kt”- k for k < p. If we had exactly t,Qt) = P, we would have 
O(x) = II x II p, and /I x II p is p times differentiable, with the differentials boun- 
ded on the unit sphere. It is clear that since tick’(t) < Ktnek for k < p, we 
have that 0 is p times differentiable, and that its differentials are bounded 
on the unit sphere. 
We have the identity 0(x/N(x)) = 1 for N(x) # 0. If we differentiate in x, 
we get DN,(y) = D8,(y)/D8,(u) with u = x/N(x). In the same way as was 
used to show the equivalence of II.11 and N(.), we have that De,(x) is 
bounded below on the unit sphere. Hence the result is clear. 
Of course many questions are not answered by Theorem C. For example, 
is it possible to replace ip by a Hilbert space? 
When (2.1) is not satisfied, we can use instead 
P(S < I/ TII <s + 6) d G,6 for t<s. (5.1) 
With the notations of Section IV, let 
Then the proof of Lemma 7 shows that it still holds when on the 
right-hand side G is replaced by G,_* 6 and A by Aspz6. Moreover, it is 
possible to show, by the same method as in [ 111 that 
Hence, when the function G, is known, we can obtain inductively bounds 
for A,. 
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